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Hughes High-Capacity Access™

Hughes High-Capacity Access is a nationally 
available managed network service that delivers 
high speed—up to 12 Mbps—where you need it, so 
all your branches can benefit from high application 
performance. Up to 8x faster than standard T1s, 
Hughes High-Capacity Access employs the most 
cost-effective broadband available at each of your 
branch locations—whether fiber, cable, or DSL. 

Hughes High-Capacity Access is part of HughesON—a 
comprehensive suite of managed network and digital 
media solutions designed for the distributed enterprise 
market, ranging from high-capacity access and high-
available solutions to digital signage and training.

Hughes High Capacity Access delivers multi-megabit 
speeds to your branch locations more cost effectively 
than multiple T1s or Ethernet. It is ideal for retail, 
hospitality, food, retail petroleum, financial, and other 
large enterprises that need to run bandwidth-hungry 
applications to stay competitive.

If fiber or cable is not available at a branch 
location, Hughes uses its innovative Hughes 
ActiveBonding™ technology to intelligently combine 
multiple broadband links into a single high-capacity 
connection, giving each application access to the full 
combined capacity.  Unlike other bonding solutions, 
ActiveBonding monitors the network variability 
inherent in “best-efforts” broadband, and actively 
manages the multiple links without the need for 
adding a standalone expensive branch appliance. As 
a result, IT managers can enjoy high capacity without 

Hughes High-Capacity Access delivers 

the highest capacity service available 

in the industry and is far faster than 

T1 and far less expensive the Ethernet. 

As a result, multibranch organizations 

enjoy high-speed and affordable 

connectivity wherever they do business.
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Hughes ActiveBonding Features

Delivers Higher Performance

 Q Bonds multiple links for speeds up to 12 Mbps 
downstream

 Q Delivers full aggregate capacity to individual 
applications

Delivers Greater Reach than Ethernet

 Q Not dependent on Central Office upgrades 

Designed for Broadband

 Q Monitors links in real time

 Q Performs dynamic load balancing

 Q Implements integral packet resequencing 

Cost-Effective for Wide Deployments

 Q Approach eliminates cost and complexity of 
additional appliances 

the cost and complexity of adding another appliance.
With Hughes, it’s built in to the Hughes CPE as part of 
the managed solution.

ActiveBonding--The Details
Hughes ActiveBonding delivers this high-capacity 
throughput, up to 12 Mbps, over broadband by 
intelligently distributing traffic across multiple links 
for optimal performance. Hughes ActiveBonding takes 
into account the inherent performance variability 
of broadband networks by actively monitoring 
the performance of multiple broadband links 
and intelligently bonding them together into one, 
homogeneous high-capacity connection.

Hughes ActiveBonding combines the links using 
intelligent IP-level bonding for greater link efficiency 
than standard session-based bonding solutions.


